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(ABSTRACT)

What are the landscape style preferences of older people? What are the preferred outdoor activities

of older people? In this study I want to raise the issue of how the extemal environment is aes-

thetically perceived, and how we as designers might facilitate the user’s needs in design. In order

to incorporate user needs into a design program we must first develop methods to identify user

needs. There is not a body of literature that identifies the landscape design preferences of older

people. So it has been the major aim of this study to develop a process by which these preferences

can be identified and utilized in a landscape plan.

It has also been a primary goal of this study to work with a particular group of older people; to

become familiar with them; to build a rapport; to observe behavioral patterns; and to allow the

residents to contribute their ideas to the development of a landscape plan. The research methods

employed were geared to encourage resident participation in the design process and to determine

aesthetic preferences. The Wheatland Hills retirement center was selected for the study because it

was a newly constructed facility with supportive residents and management. The residents were

primarily educated, ambulatory, white, middle class females from rural and urban backgrounds

living in an age-segregated congregate care facility.

The first method of inquiry utilized environmental modelling techniques adapted for the sample.

Since the residents were familiar with their site, a landscape design workshop was developed that

would allow for a maximum amount of idea generating. On pre·constructed cardboard models, the
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residents were asked to create their ideal landscape. They worked in four teams ranging in size from

3-6 people. Sixteen of the forty residents participated in the landscape design workshop.

The results from the landscape design workshop were indicated on the four models. Therefore a

system of landscape styles and design categories (LSDC) was developed for the study. From each

model, the LSDC system was used to interpret sigrificant design pattems. The checklist (Figure

63) indicated major progamming preferences and ideas. Strong circulation and activity areas were

denoted in one model. Strong planting design schemes were denoted in a second model. The third

model addressed programming on all areas of the site, and the fourth model showed a strong native

planting scheme.

The second method was employed to determine landscape style preferences — the aesthetic con-

cems. A visual preference testing technique was adapted for the sample using the LSDC system.

Forty-two images representing six landscape styles and seven design categories were shown in slide

form first to the twenty participating residents. The residents then manually selected their favorite

use of a landscape style from each design category, isolating the favorite print.

The visual preference survey indicated that the most popular landscape style was the French- Italian

formal landscape (Figure 74). Within the design categories of "water", "private space", "public

space" and "plants for color", the favorite selection was the formal landscape. In two design cate-

gories; "plants in the built environment" and "pathways", the residents preferred the English cot-

tage Landscape. And in the design category of "overall design", they preferred the conventional

institutional landscape.

The information generated from these two research methods points to a more complete visual and

functional picture of what the residents prefer in their landscape. As designers, we must not only

interpret user needs on a programming level, but we must also consider the landscape aesthetic, the

preferred style.
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The resulting conceptual landscape plan (Figure 76) has incorporated the preferred elements from :
both methods. It was found that the residents preferred to view a series of controlledoutdoorplanting

habitats sandwiched between programmed activity rooms. This illustrates their need to

extend the building into the landscape — to create a series of rooms that are easily accessible, yet

have their purpose. These rooms are to hold a badminton court, or a chain swing. They want

wide paths to accommodate two people or a wheelchair. They want to see native plant materials

such as the dogwood and rhododendron. They want to see pretty pastel colors from their window,

rather than bright red, yellow or blue. They want scented gardens, spring gardens, rock gardens and

aquatic gardens, and most importantly they want the programmed space to get them there safely.

Then they want to be able to sit and admire the pretty landscape and their friends using the next

door space.

This study has employed two innovative research methods for the purpose of creating a more whole

design. The conceptual landscape plan that has evolved from this study is dynamic and designed

for a specific user group. There is no doubt that the methods used could be applied to other user

groups, and there is no doubt that the results might change signiiicantly based on the differences

of the group. Yet the process of this inquiry has yielded information that can be applied to design.
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"We must leam to reawaken and
keep ourselves awake, not by
rnechanical aids, but by an infinite
cxpectation of the dawn, which
does not forsake us in our soundest
sleep. l know of no more
encouraging fact than the
unquestionable ability of man to
elevate his life by conscious
endeavor. It is something to be
able to paint a particular picture,
or to carve a statue, and so to make
Z1 few objects beautiful; but it is far
more glorious to carve and to paint
the very atmosphere and medium
through which we look, which
morally we can do. To affect the
quality of the day, this is the highest
of arts."

Henry Thoreau:
Wa/den: Where I
Lived, What I Iived
For.
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I. Introduction

This study is about a process used to interpret the landscape design preferences of residents in a

selected retirement community in Southwestern Virginia. Older individuals have their wisdom to

share. Their visions of the landscape offer the designer valuable perspectives. Understanding the

visions and perceptions that older individuals have toward outdoor spaces requires time and pa-

tience.

The study began with a long search through the literature. Based on the literature in Gerontology

and Landscape Architecture, it became apparent that as designers, we do not really understand older

people’s needs and preferences. Certainly, there are accessibility standards to consider and there are

functional issues to address, but aesthetically there were no studies on the preferred landscape style

or programming needs of older people, nor on the methods that could be used to interpret these

preferences and ideas.

Since there is not a body of literature that identiiies the landscape design preferences and program-

ming needs of older people, this study has from square one developed on a multi-disciplinary level

and has over months been adapted for the residents of the facility. Exploring the landscape design

preferences of older people is a new area of study. Often when people are confronted with new
situations they work to develop innovative methods for gathering more information.

l
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This is the level at which I entered my study. Knowing that I wanted to work with a small retire-

ment community; knowing that I wanted to understand the residents and their concems; and

knowing that I wanted to translate their programming needs and landscape style preferences into a

conceptual landscape plan, told me that I would need to adapt other methods from other disciplines

into usable research methods for my study.

My study was fueled by stereotypical images of older people: by a need to find out how to access

older people; and by our tendency to disregard the concems which older people express. It was

never a goal to develop blanket design guidelines. Then, it would have been defeating the original

intent of getting to know and understand a specific cornrnunity and the resident’s landscape needs

and preferences.

How do older people perceive and experience outdoor spaces? Why is it that many older people

prefer to view a beautiful landscape from the window in their room? Is it appropriate to give older

people options in landscape design? Are there methods that will help us to determine user needs

and preferences on a small scale? Is design based on stereotypical characatures of older people?

By offering retirement living in congregate care facilities have we challenged existing design stand-

ards? Is the conventional institutional landscape the preferred landscape?

These questions created the inspiration for my inquiry into the landscape design preferences and

programming preferences of older people. I looked at how an Anthropologist might undertake such

a study. l looked at how a Gerontologist, or sociologist nright approach such an inquiry. And I

looked at how the designer might begin to undertake such a study.

As designers we must be very concemed with application. If we are to generate data as social sci-

entists, interpret user needs as Anthropologists, tlren certainly as Landscape Architects we must

apply our knowledge to design. Ultirnately, the goal of my study was to develop a conceptual

landscape plan that incorporated the programming concems and aesthetic landscape preferences of

I. Introduction 2
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the residents. Yet, ultimately "old age" is a moral dilemma of afiluent society today, a.nd the subject

of Landscape Architecture will play a larger role in the debate over housing our elders.

There is great variation ir1 the way people view the landscape, and there is certainly a bulwark to

prevent designers from understanding and incorporating user needs and preferences into the design

process. After reviewing the deficit in the literature, I decided to work with a specific retirement

community — one that was newly constructed and showing very little site work.

In the first steps of the inquiry, I selected the study site — the Wheatland Hills retirement center in

Radford, Virginia. Wheatland Hills boasted all that I was looking for; a supportive management;

supportive residents; it was a newly built congregate care facility located near a small urban center.

The forty residents were predominantly white, middle class, educated, ambulatory female adults

from both urban and rural backgrounds. The selection of my study site was an important step.

To develop an understanding of what the elderly residents preferred in the landscape, I needed to

know the residents on a personal level. In Anthropology, it is a fact that in learning and accepting

the values and social pattems of other groups and individuals, one in tum will be rewarded with

acceptance. This sense of reciprocity is highly developed among older people, and so I wanted to

work with a group of older people whom I could understand and who in retum would come to

understand the study.

As my inquiry into the landscape design concems and preferences of older people evolved, so too

did my relationship with the residents. I entered as an outsider and after months of observation (at

times infrequent) and interaction, I became a participant. My term of observation turned into a

period of rapport building. Indeed, rapport building, was the comerstone of the study. Without

such a rapport, it is doubtful that as many of the residents would have participated in the study

with the level of interest shown. lf I would take the time to play bingo and attend a picnic with

them, then they would help me with my work.

I. Introduction 3
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My work was to find out 1.) the programming concems of the residents; and 2.) the landscape style

preferences of the residents. As designers we must design with aesthetic appreciation as well as with

functional consideration of the user, so the methods adapted for my study were methods that are

appropriate for achieving the goals of the study; to determine user needs at the aesthetic level and

at the functional programming level.

I utilized environmental modeling techniques developed by Browne and Stea (1981). Environ-

mental modelling encourages user participation and cornrnunication between the designer and the

user. In environmental modelling workshops, there is graphic, visual and verbal interaction be-

tween the user and the designer. The workshops that Browne and Stea developed were tested in

the U.S.A., Mexico, and Puerto Rico. It is in the ethnically and culturally diverse regions of the

world that such techniques are important, for if we are to preserve cultural centers, and rebuild new

ones, we must listen to the ideas of the users. Thus, the primary focus of envirorunental modelling

w is group consensus building. The user group works with the designer or workshop facilitators to

develop concepts that will create more user friendly outdoor or indoor environments. lt is a dem-

ocratic process in that the user is involved in the design process.

I adopted Browne and Stea’s (1981) techniques for my sample. The residents were familiar with

their site. They surely had ideas about site development, therefore if they were given the chance to

manipulate their outdoor space perhaps this would produce interesting prograrnrning issues. Based

on readings in Gerontology, Landscape Architecture and Anthropology; I adapted Browne and

Stea’s model to suit the residents of Wheatland Hills retirement center, the result of which I have

called the Landscape Design Workshop.

The premises for the landscape design workshop were twofold; the residents were more familiar

with their site than the designer; and what ideas might these residents have if given the opportunity

to express them. Based on these premises, five cardboard models were constructed and materials

were assembled that would allow for maximum freedom of graphic expression. The workshop was
a pre-scheduled event, one that was anticipated and well received by the residents. The teams were

1. Introduction 4



composed of three-six members each. Ideas were generated and displayed graphically on the models
by each team. As a data collection tool the model was a useful means to determine programming
needs and concems. Each model was analyzed against a checklist of design categories (from the
LSDC system), and landscape pattems emerged from each model.

The second method utilized a visual preference testing technique developed by Gignoux (1987) and

Stern (1987) who adapted the visual preference testing techniques developed by the Kaplans (1978).
The aim of the visual preference survey was to determine the landscape style preferences of the
residents at Wheatland Hills. Six universal landscape styles emerged (French-Italian landscape,

English cottage landscape, naturalized landscape, English Romantic landscape, urban plaza land-

scape and conventional-institutional landscape) and seven universal design categories (water, path-
ways, private space, public space, plants in the built environment, plants for color, and overall

design) from leading periodicals and text books in the field of Landscape Architecture (Gignoux

1987). Each design category was defined within the respective landscape style. Stem (1987) de-

veloped a data collection technique that was simple and understandable for the residents to follow.

Residents viewed the posters on tables each showing the landscape images in their designated design

categories. They selected their favorite image from each design category and placed the print in an

attached pocket (isolating their favorite choice). This technique was favored over a questiormaire,

because it required a lower level of concentration and required manual skills. Once the data was

collected from the visual preference survey, the most popular or favorite landscapes could be de-

termined numerically within each of the design categories.

It is the application of such information that disproves some of the stereotypes we believe about

the elderly. It is the application of such information that sets us apart as designers. Design is both

sympathetic of the user’s needs and it is aesthetically pleasing to the user. The knowledge that

supports the design is a product of a process. In many instances, the best design is less design, but

how can we follow the credo ‘less is more’ if we do not understand the user.
1
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II. Review of Literature

What are the Issues?

The review of literature illustrates the need for more information on the landscape design prefer-

ences of the elderly, and it raises the issue of the importance in applying user needs and preferences

to the design of buildings, interiors, furniture and outdoor spaces. The lack of appropriate infor-

mation on the landscape design preferences of the elderly has created the fuel and inspiration for

· this study. What do we know about the landscape design preferences of older individuals? Two

innovative methods of investigation were developed to find information where no secondary data

base existed. As the literature suggests there is an abundance of materials from which to lay the

foundation for this study.

The following sections (titled in the form of questions) are discussed in the review of literature be-

cause they helped to create the framework for the study: congregate housing; rapport building;

spatial behavior; environmental modelling; preference testing; leisure activities; and design consid-

erations. These subjects have been addressed in the literature because they have determined the di-
rection of my inquiry. For the reasons discussed in the introduction, I have selected a specific study

II. Review of Literature 6



site, therefore I needed to investigate types of congregate care facilities. Next in the process, there
was a need to understand what contributed to the therapeutic environment, so that a better
understanding of the geriatric setting could be obtained before entering the community, then I ‘

would be more sensitive ir1 developing the interpersonal skills needed to learn from the residents.
I examined the literature on institutional behavior so that I could better observe spatial behavior
patterns. This in turn led to a questioning of ethnographic methods of interviewing and the de-
velopment of rapport building skills.

In the evolution of the review of literature and henceforth the process, the leisure preferences of
older people were studied, so that the stereotypes associated with older people (ie. older people
enjoy playing bingo, horseshoes and gardening) could be questioned. Perhaps there might be a
relationship between the stereotypes and the programming and style ideas that emerged from the
study, perhaps not. In selecting the appropriate methods for the study, the literature on
participatory design and on visual preference testing techniques was exarnined. They were accom-
panied with a discussion on how these methods could be adapted for the study site and sample.
It is interesting to note the shortage of information on design application. The review of literature
points to issues which were necessary for me to exarnine. Therefore, the issue following my
methodology, is first questioned and then in the following section incorporated as part of the
process. Thus the structure and body for the study unfolds.

What is Congregate Housing?

The retirement cornrnunity concept developed with the idea of age segregated buildings. The great
diversity of the older population poses new avenues for housing initiatives. The old·old are the
fastest growing segment of our population. This segment of the population has grown from 2.6
percent in 1976 to a projected 5.9 percent by 2020 (Lawton, Windley & Byerts 1982).

Il. Review of Literature 7



Congregate housing is an altemative for retirement age individuals wishing to live in age segregated

housing. Housing environments for the elderly include: elderly housing (age-segregated apart-

ments); congregate housing (all or some provision of meals, social and health services); cooperative

housing (residents purchase shares from the corporation); communal housing (shared public spaces

and group decision making); and retirement hotels (privately owned hotels providing room and

meal plans) (Chellis, Seagle & Seagle 1984).

One of the greatest problems in age segregated housing is the perceived isolation that residents may

experience as physical, mental and sensory competencies decrease. This can cause a lack of moti-

vation ir1 the older individual. The physical environment can be supportive or less supportive de-

pending on the older individual’s capabilities. Thus a supportive environment is often preferred.

Congregate housing offers meal and health services. The benefits of congregate housing often out-

weigh the cost. New standards of design are developing as educators and designers work with social

and health service persormel to establish user needs. Congregate housing offers older individuals

greater flexibility in living options. The choices are no longer limited to independent housing or

living with relatives and friends.

Congregate housing has been defined as housing with the single necessary characteristics of a central

kitchen; a meal service; a space for socializing; and housekeeping and personal care (Lawton,

Windley & Byerts 1982). Kleemeier (1984) has defined institutional character as an environment

where all the residents do the same thing at the same time. Thompson estimates that there are over

500,000 people on waiting lists for congregate housing (Lawton, Windley & Byerts 1982). The

Urban Institute has reported that 1,100,000 of the 23 million older people in the U.S. would benefit

from the services provided by congregate housing (Lawton, Windley & Byerts 1982).
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What is a Therapeutic Environment?

A therapeutic milieu for geriatric patients does not try to replace or change what cannot be replaced

or or changed. It helps the older person. (Lawton 1983).

The therapeutic environment provides security, comfort and stimulation. The qualities that con-

tribute to a therapeutic environment are overlooked in the development of many geriatric settings.

The geriatric setting does not need to be clinical in nature. It can be home. Home is the preferred

setting for many older individuals (Kastenbaum 1983). Home for many indicates a balance of in-

dependence, security, comfort and excitement.

Positive suggestion and unusual sensitivity from the caregiver can stimulate a therapeutic milieu.

Those personal attributes which a caregiver should demonstrate (Kastenbaum 1983) are also attri-

butes which a designer needs when working in a geriatric setting. They are:

l. Reiterate the patient’s own thoughts and feelings so that the patient is able to express them

individually.

l 2. The caregiver should emphasize that he/she is there to help the patient.

3. Explain to the patient what is physically or mentally occurring in the patient’s body.

4. Encourage the patient to use his abilities.

5. Teach relaxation techniques.
1

6. Touching, holding and hugging are forms of physical contact that are appreciated by the pa-

rien:.
7. Provide a context where the patient is able to improve mental, physical or other condition.

8. Develop guided imagery exercises.

9. Re-emphasize the patient’s worth in society and the patient’s importance to the caregiver.

10. Point out that the patient’s rehabilitation is a result of the patient’s efforts.
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What is Institutional Behavior?

Examples of customary design and space allocation and arrangement in the institutional setting are
numerous (Sommer 1970). A state hospital puts several thousand dollars into new curtains, furni-
ture, air conditioners, floor tiles and a television. The patients are expected to be grateful. They
continue to be treated as though they have privileges rather than rights. Institutional arrangements
in hospital settings car1 rule the patient’s life, while families and friends of patients have the ability

to overcome such institutional arrangements. For example; chairs that are lined up ir1 a straight row

are seen as permanent arrangements by the patient. Outsiders would move the chairs to suit the

social situation. The following passage from a patient recovering from schizophrenia illustrates the

above concept (Sommer 1970): A woman in a mental hospital recounts how for the first time she

dared to handle the chairs and change the arrangement of furniture. She was excited to have an

influence on things, to do with the furniture what she liked, and especially she enjoyed having the

pleasure of wanting the change. Before this she had tolerated no change, even the slightest, every-

thing had to be in order, regular, symmetrical. That night she slept very well.

In a study by Sommer (1970), observations were made before and after furniture arrangements had

been made. The study showed an increase in brief interactions from the old arrangement to the new

arrangement, and in sustained interactions from the old arrangement to the new arrangement. Po-

sitioning the chairs is critical. There is a need to feel more secure by positioning the chair backs

against the wall, and facing out from the wall. This enables the person to see what is going on. This

environmental characteristic is certainly important in the institutional setting. A good view of ac-

tivity is a coveted position, as this alerts the patient to various periods of activity during the day.

Maximum use of common space occurs when it is furnished with ample seating space. It seems that

older individuals frequently substitute observation for their diminished capacity to perform various
activities. To the great disgust of management, this participation frequently results in a cluttering
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of maximum traffic centers and the ignoring of other areas which are beautifully planned and fur-
nished, but isolated (Pastalan 1970).

What is Rapport Building?

Individuals like to be asked for their opinions. Positive rapport is stronger when the respondent

believes that his opinion will make a difference. Asking people what they want in their environment

helps them to overcome depersonalization and institutional alienation. The withdrawal that ob-

servers notice in old age homes seems more a product of the institutional environment than of the

aging process (Sommer 1970).

Developing a rapport is a complex process that requires apprehension, exploration, cooperation and

participation. The key is to keep the informant talking; to make repeated explanations; and to re-

state the informant’s view point (Spradley 1979). ln ethnographic interviewing both questions and

answers must be gleaned from the informant. Spradley (1979) identifies three ways to discover

questions:

1. Record those questions that people ask in daily life.

2. Ask directly about questions used by participants in a cultural scenario.

3. Ask the participant to talk about a given cultural scene or configuration utilizing general de-

scriptive questions that are less likely to show the bias of the ethr1ographer’s background.

The use of descriptive questions in an interview for research purposes can elicit a long response if

the question is well conceived. Good interviewing techniques are important in collecting data from

older individuals. The case study method requires that the researcher have good interviewing skills.

Large studies of older populations often neglect this important aspect of data collection.
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What Are the Leisure Preferences of Older People?

What is leisure? Leisure is the time we designate to pursuing interests in our free time. When one

is working full time, one is busy with duties related to job, home and family. There is much to

balance, there is much challenging the individual who must work to achieve such a balance. Thus

the absence of work denotes leisure. When the older person retires from a job of long standing, it

is a difficult change. What should the older person begin to focus on now that there is so much

more free time? This is why it is recommended that we all have interests, hobbies etc. to carry us

into such periods of time.

It seems that with more spare time, the older person’s leisure time might be spent outdoors.

Therefore, the landscape plays an important role in our leisure pursuits. Likewise, we continue to

pursue those lifelong interests that we have always pursued. The only difference is that such pur-

suits may be modified with increasing age. It is important though to understand what activities

might have been pursued earlier &I1d which could realistically be modified with advanced age.

What is the preferred outdoor environment for the older individual? Preference testing is a tech-

nique that can be utilized to discover a range of preferences. lt is a means to determine the preferred

landscape styles of older individuals.

In a philosophical context, a natural landscape (open space) is a wildemess offering an abundance

of recreational opportunities and it is also an urban system showing imposed natural elements. The

concept of wildemess also implies the individual who is isolated from the sights, sounds and smells

of human activity either through mental, physical or sensory impairment. Understanding the pre-

ferred landscape designs of the residents at Wheatland Hills was a small part in a complex web of

human·environment interaction.
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There is a lack of literature in the area of activity preference testing studies on older individuals. It
has been written that gardening, fishing and walking are attractive outdoor activities to older people.
Walking for pleasure, club activities, physical training and group discussion help preserve mental
powers (Reichard 1962). Factors suggest that advanced age will not reduce the demand for more

strenuous outdoor activities in the future, but rather may increase the demand for strenuous out-
door activities such as hiking, horseback riding, boating and waterskiing (Carson 1970). Swimming

is expected to be one of the most popular outdoor sports among older people in the future as a

result of childhood training and the availability of pools and ponds.

An environmental study (Barker & Barker 1963) examined the occupancy of various behavior set-

tings of older individuals in a small American town and in a small English town and found that

streets and sidewalks were the most frequent settings for older people in both towns. This illustrated

that the space occupancy behavior of older individuals is sensitive to the physical surroundings

(Pastalan 1970). This also indicated how individual and group behavior are affected by the place-

ment of pedestrian paths and benches in outdoor spaces. Since little is known about what is pre-

ferred in outdoor spaces, this is beneficial information.

What is Participatory Design?

Hester, a Landscape Architect, investigated user needs in a variety of design situations (1984).

Participatory design implies user involvement in the design process. Role playing is a useful tech-

nique that can be used in a small group scenario to discover how people feel and interact in a space.

Role playing enables the individual to project the feelings of other individuals, and to understand

the feelings of other individuals. The town meeting is a political term that also implies the use of

citizen participation. The New England town meeting gives participants the opportunity to have a
A

voice on issues. Neighborhood forums, panel discussions, brainstorrning, buzz sessions, synectics,
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gaming, interviews, questionnaires, observation, activity observation, interaction observation, and

ecology observation and mapping are techniques for determining user needs (Hester 1984).

To determine the appropriate technique or techniques, it is necessary to know what information is
needed to establish goals. Second, the design phase at which the teclmique will be administered
must be known. Third, the cost of the technique is a prime consideration, and fourth the technique

must be compatible with other neighborhood goals.

User needs techniques can be used in participatory design to discover:

• The interaction process continuum (cooperation to competition).
• The spatial concepts of the competition process (territoriality and dominance).
• Symbolic ownership.
• The interaction variation in groups (regional, class and ethnic differences). _
• The activity differences (regional, class and ethnic distinctions).
• Usable space.
• Comfortable space.

Browne and Stea (1981) developed participatory design workshops utilizing environmental model-

ling techniques that took into consideration the special interests and regional and cultural dis-

tinctions between community groups. Their workshops used universal symbols in the design

development: simple cardboard models; basic construction materials and team work. Their

workshops, as have already been discussed, were organized to determine the user’s needs. Users

worked in teams to develop ideas and design programs.

Lynch (1960) used image mapping to determine how people use space. He asked residents in se-

veral cities to draw from memory a map of the city. These images were developed and used by

designers to facilitate urban design. Lynch’s images were sketches that denoted primary pattems

ir1 the landscape based on observation and sketches from the pattems drawn by the residents.
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Designers utilize participatory design techniques to interpret human behavior and interaction within
a space. In a case study that involved several user groups with divergent opinions (senior citizens
and teenagers), consensus building and a successful park design were achieved. The neighborhood
meetings resolved the territorial conflicts that existed between the rival groups. An understanding
of the various territories and use pattems in the existing space were useful tools in the park’s design
development.

In the operation of a participatory design technique it is important to remember that some people
would prefer that their environment stay the same. It is important to recognize and appreciate this
factor. It is not necessary to feel the sun or to look at the sun in order to stay oriented. A person
can feel at home in an ordinary place; in a dark apartment or a small room. Any change to one’s

environment has the potential to change the way a place is experienced, and a number of changes

to a place may alter the experience entirely (Lynch 1960). So it is quite possible that older individ-
uals when given the option to change their surroundings may in fact resist that opportunity to

change.

What Methods Can Be Used to Determine Visual

Preferences?

Older people spend greater arnounts of time at home after retirement. Their schedule may be al-

tered by the new freedom retirement offers. Certainly, the landscape is an important area for many

pursuits.

As individuals grow older they need more areas for walking, camping, iishing, sightseeing. Walking

for pleasure is one of many activities that last a lifetime. Finding those methods that aid the
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Landscape Architect in interpreting the outdoor programming preferences and landscape design
preferences of older individuals is important. The value of the nature experience shouldn’t be con-
fused with the need for making men and women more productive and creative, because there is no
evidence that this occurs. Understanding the programming and landscape style preferences of older
individuals in landscape design is therefore a valid approach for creating more livable spaces for
leisure pursuits.

The Kaplans (1978) have used a rating scale to determine preferred landscapes. They have selected
a series of photographie images that represent aspects of the landscape. The participant was asked
to rate his/her favorite choices on a scale of one to tive. Other testing procedures have utilized the
ranking scale. Rankings ask people to choose a favorite (number one choice) or least liked or most
liked image. The tests can be administered using a slide show format with a questionnaire, or by
using three-dirnensional models as reference points. Photographie images and models are estab-
lished instruments for gathering landscape information.

Leisure and aesthetics are basic concems of the individual. Preferred environments are environ-
ments that encourage and meet the needs of the individual (S. Kaplan 1973). Preferences are im-
portant indicators of environments where individuals are more likely to be satisfied. Environments
that are understandable, clear and orderly (legible), and allow for human interaction are preferred
(Kaplans 1978). Many cues are used to structure and identify the environment: color, shape, mo-
tion, light, smell, sound and touch. Clarity and legibility are components that contribute to the

overall quality of an environment; the clearer the image; the more easily the individual can ma-
neuver the environment (Lynch 1960). A legible environment suggests a secure environment.

Different landscapes present varied patterns and images to the user. Within the retirement com-

munity, there are existing patterns that are translatable. But there are other patterns and images

from other landscape designs that may be preferred by the individual residing in the retirement

community. Preference testing is a tool for interpreting how much an individual likes the emerging
pattems and images of the landscape. In a series of studies, the Kaplans (1975) found that slides
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and photogaphs of natural settings were preferred in a variety of physical environments. Visual
preference testing techniques offer solutions to solving the issues affecting the external environment.
Aesthetic issues can be solved from the application of such techniques. Environmental modellirng
techniques (Browne & Stea) are useful in determining programming needs.

What are the Design Considerations?

lt is important for the Landscape Architect to accommodate human scale in outdoor spaces espe-
cially in environments for older people. Design development often shows little concem for the re-
lationship of the older individual to the outdoor spaces.

The following design approach suggests five major considerations to take when developing a design

program for a geriatric facility (Chellis, Seagle & Seagle, 1982). It is a comprehensive approach de-

veloped by an arclnitect who has done important studies in the area of congegate housing. His de-

sign considerations irnclude a comprehensive and practical set of guidelines.

1. Legibility:

The orientation and directional ability of the environment to communicate the surroundings.
2. Accessibility:

Giving the older individual the opportunity to marneuver the environment. Barrier free design
addresses these problems in design.

3. Usability:

The capability of the environment to function for the older individual is dependent on efficient

and effective design and layout. Circulation should be irnviting.

4. Adaptability:
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Design frxtures should meet the individual’s needs and take into consideration the size and
condition of the older individual.

5. Choice/Challenge/Change:

Offering a range of choices that inspire variety and continuity are important design consider-
ations.

Studies in human factors have illustrated comfortable seat heights, comfortable kitchen layouts,
tactile surfaces for the bathroom and kitchen and the grip capability of the hand for a specific door
knob. There are a series of interior design standards for creating a completely barrier free environ-
ment that are functionally appropriate (Raschko 1982).

In outdoor spaces, there are also standards to follow when designing for older individuals. Many
of these standards are seen in the outdoor settings of geriatric institutions. These standards enable
the older individual to maneuver the outdoor environment with a greater sense of security. Koncelik
(Chellis, Seagle & Seagle, 1982) has developed a four stage framework that is useful in creating a
design program:

1. Warning: convey any life threatening situation in a clear manner, avoid confusion, and repeat
symbols.

2. Interpretation: supply enough information, not too much information, that can confuse the
user.

3. Negotiation: allow for uninterrupted movement through the space.
4. Responsiveness: accommodate the user, integrating the user’s needs into the environment.

How do barriers affect the older individual’s response to the outdoor environment? How do barriers
affect the older individual’s preference for a landscape design? Design improvement to the older

individual’s outdoor setting can be made based on age related biological changes (Chellis, Seagle

& Seagle 1982):
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1. Auditory: reverberating noise in public spaces should be deadened by fabrics, screens, etc.;
general background noise can be cut down by carpeting; ceilings flocked with a densely sprayed
on material cut down noise frequency; and the everiness of sound throughout the institutional

setting is counterproductive.

2. Visual: color coding and the use of primary colors in pattems and signage increases visual re-

cognition through high contrast.

3. Visual: older individuals experience glare. The adaptation rate of the eye from low light to high

intensity light decreases with age. Glare is a big worry for the older individual. Peripheral

lighting and carpeting are useful preventive measures in interior settings, but there have been

no formal studies on glare prevention in outdoor settings (Raschko 1982).

4. Tactile: being able to identify a place by touch is often overlooked. Braille, elevated

topographical maps, wall textures and coded and shaped handrails are helpful symbols. Tactile

surfaces are preferred in areas where moisture gathers. Changes in elevation require prominent

waming.

5. Psycho-Social: the assurance that comes when the older person feels secure in his environment

produces a more positive mental outlook (Rowles & Ohta, 1983). Provision of a nurse or

service provider to watch outdoor community activity encourages the use of outdoor spaces.

Security is an important indicator in how an older person will experience the extemal envi-

ronrnent. Standard accessibility codes have been developed and adapted by Mace (1975) for

barrier free environments.

6. Physical: horticulture therapy is a noted therapeutic tool used in retirement communities,

hospitals and mental institutions. Gardening in accessible outdoor spaces is a positive stirnu-

lus. Walking paths should be accessible and evenly graded.

Two theories have determined our reaction to older people’s phychological and social behavior.

These theories have been used to defend the lifecare industry’s promotion of supportive environ-

ments.
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The disengagement theory (1961) is based on the premise that the individual withdraws from society
as he begins to feel that his capabilities are diminishing. It is a choice that the individual makes
based on the notion that society needs the young to take the positions of those who are older. The
disengagement theory has supplied the model for many of the policies that were created for the el-
derly during the 1970’s.

The continuity theory replaced the disengagement theory. The concept that activity leads to a
prolonged life and an improved notion of the quality of life sustained the concept behind the con-
tinuity theory. This concept has been widely discussed, and has motivated questions concerning
housing alternatives for the elderly.

Basic interests of the elderly person entering the retirement housing market include: the quality of
transportation; the cost, location, safety features and special design considerations of the housing;
the concentration of the elderly people; and the distance to services, goods and social contacts. lf
one were to rank the importance of the above elements, the following list is fairly comprehensive:

l. security
2. services
3. emotional supports

4. understanding of spatial environment
5. social needs
6. goods
7. recreation
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III. Developing a Process for Determining User

Needs

Selecting the Site

I decided to choose an age·segregated, congregate care facility for my study site rather than a
mixed-age group retirement facility. A congregate housing cornrr1unity isolates the older individual.
They are with other older people, and it is possible to focus on their behavior more readily. The
retirement community is a viable living alternative and one which is frequently selected by older

adults. As discussed in the introduction and in the review of literature, certain considerations

needed to be reviewed during site selection. Given the nature of the study, it was necessary to un- ‘

derstand the characteristics of congregate care facilities ir1 general. A set of criteria based on

psycho-social needs that would help to identify the appropriate facility was also needed.

Wheatland Hills Retirement Center is located in the independent city of Radford, Virginia (popu-

lation 13,700). Radford University has an enrollrnent of 7,500 students. The median age is 22-24.
The number of people age 65 and Over in Radford is 1,200. Radford is bordered on three sides by
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the New River, the oldest and largest river on the East Coast (City of Radford Planning Commis-
sion, 1987). Interstate 81 forms the fourth border. Radford boasts many recreational opportunities
including five city parks.

Wheatland Hills Retirement Center is self described as a Personal Assistance Care institution that
offers a retirement atmosphere for the ambulatory adult. The services provided are: assistance with
personal care; monitoring of medication; dietary assistance; medical assistance; housekeeping;

scheduled transportation; and daily activities. Access to a dentist, banks, drug store, entertainment

(dining and a movie theatre) and grocery shopping are special features and all of these services are
within a .5 mile walking distance.

St. Albans mental institution borders Wheatland Hills south·southeast property line. The Fairlawn
shopping center borders the north·northwest entrance road to Wheatland Hills. Highway (ll)
serves the entrance to the site. The qualities that make for a successful retirement community exist
at Wheatland Hills.

Forty residents live at Wheatland Hills. Most of the residents are mentally active. Several residents
spent many years in the education profession. A core of 10-20 residents routinely participate in
weekly activities such as bingo, memory games, picnics, exercise class and arts and crafts, while the

other residents are more likely to say that they are too tired to participate.

lt is important that the physical environment be supportive of the older individual. In many cases

newly built facilities have not had the chance to develop supportive outdoor environments. A
newly built facility was ideal in that no landscape plan had been introduced, but it was extremely
important that concem for the landscape be a concem of the management.

When selecting the site I asked questions and I observed. The services offered in many retirement

communities appear to be supportive of the older individual. It is important to be aware of the

subtle differences in support environments from retirement community to retirement community.
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Are the residents independent or dependent? For example, in selecting a study site, it was important
to observe the conversations between residents. Was there a strong sense of community attachment?
These were important considerations to take in selecting the appropriate retirement community.

In this stage of the process, an appropriate study site was selected. The choice reflects an interest
in a site that was located near to an urban area that offered shopping (goods), medical services,
recreational opportunities and accessibility.

A description of Wheatland Hills is as follows:

l. Location: the retirement community was a reasonable distance from Virginia Tech (my com-
mute), and was accessible by state highway. The site was situated adjacent to a large shopping
center and to a mental hospital. Being near to a shopping center was a positive influence.
However, the mental hospital posed different problems and fears for some of the residents.

2. Target populationz the residents represented both urban and rural backgrounds. Physical and
mental limitations were minimal. A11 of the residents were arnbulatory. The residents were
supportive of the study.

3. Site: observation showed that the retirement community possessed underutilized outdoor
spaces. The new buildings and grounds appeared to be conventional institutional in design.
Parking, paths, circulation and seating pattems indicated the conventional institutional nature
of the site. The site represented a strong potential for the site plarmer.

4. Management: the single critical determining factor was the willingness of the management to
cooperate with the study, and their willingness to involve the researcher in community activ-
ities.
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Developing Interpersonal Skills With the Residents

Psycho-social factors were taken into consideration. Many of the residents had led active lives be-

fore retirement, or before they moved to the retirement center. As a result, many found themselves

with more leisure time. This time could be spent outdoors walking or gardening as one woman told

me.

One woman had been a teacher and a violinist, and though she suffered from nervous troubles, she

would love to settle down and play her violin for the residents. The interesting point here was that

she liked to be asked to play. I would ask her to play, and always she would say ’oh no I can’t.’

Then if she played, she would say after she had finished playing a beautiful piece, ’oh, I can’t play

like I used to.’

I focused attention on the environment and on the relationship of the residents to their environ-

ment. Encouragement was warmly received. The residents who had interests appreciatecl knowing

that other people wanted to hear them perform (as with the case of the violinist). Being a silent

observer is more easily said than done. Learning how to ask the night questions at the right time

in a new environment takes observation and irnterpersonal skills.

When I spoke with the residents, I reiterated the resident’s own thoughts and a variety of individual

responses would emerge. Emphasis was placed on my desire to talk with them about the outdoor

areas. And if they liked flowers, and if they enjoyed gardening. I asked them if they would like to

design their outdoor spaces in a workshop. I said their thoughts really mattered and that they might

be used in the design of the outdoor spaces at the retirement center. The responses became more

interesting as the residents came to know me better.
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Observation of Spatial Behavior at the Retirement Center

What is the therapeutic environment? What characterizes the institutional environment? The lit-
erature examined on this subject showed clearly there was very little information on this subject.
Thus observing the behavior pattems at Wheatland Hills would become an important step before
rapport building.

The following is a description of my observations during the course of many months during which
time my visits to the center were sometimes infrequent.

I noticed how several of the residents sat apart from the others. One woman, the only black in the
community, would never sit with the other men and women. She was always looking at the central
lounge area where all the residents congregated. The entire lobby area was a lounge with comfort-
able chairs, sitting areas and a television, but there was one section of the lobby where the residents
congregated. That area was directly beside the entry and offered a view of the parking lot and in-
coming visitors. It was a popular place to sit and most of the women I talked with were always

sitting in this area. Some residents only ventured out of their rooms for meals, and the residents
who sat in the lounge area always knew if ”so and so" had passed by. People watching was thus a

characteristic focus of the lounge area. People watching was a popular pastime for the majority of

residents, and it was one that should be accommodated for in design.

Certain residents were isolated from the activities of the other residents. Though they would sit and
watch from the main lobby, they would never want to partake in an activity. For example, one

woman would sit in her chair by the window in the main lobby, and reception area. Her hands

were always neatly folded on her lap, and she rarely looked at a magazine, she just looked straight

ahead. When asked to play bingo or to attend an activity she would decline saying that she was

too tired.
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On the other hand, there were those residents who were eager to participate in planned events such
as memory class, aerobics, crafts and bingo. These residents had "off”’ days and would generally
admit such feelings, but they always seemed to make the effort to participate and stay active.

These women were their own club and in noticing their group behavior pattems, I noticed how
many of them kept their wits about them by keeping up with each resident on a daily basis. There
was, I suppose, idle gossip, just as one would find in all cornmunities.

People-watching and social interaction in the lobby provided a pipeline for the retirement center’s
communication system. One could see just who was receiving a guest, or who was learning to go
off with a relative. Indeed the curiosity was fed and nurtured in the reception area, a place of critical
social interaction. Curiosity seemed very much awake in many of the residents as did the desire to
be heard.

Rapport Building with the Residents

The process of rapport building is one that is taken for granted in many social scientific commu-

nities. Quantitative studies rarely allot the time period for this phase in research development as it

could potentially introduce bias into the research design. In this study, my relationship with the

residents developed into a familiar one. This approach introduced a transition period before the
actual data collection began and it served to strengthen both data collection techniques.

As the review of literature indicated, rapport building is an ethnographers’ tool for gathering qual-

itative data. Ethnographers work to understand the individual or society being studied, they don’t

intrude upon the culture, rather they try to see what composes the person or group through ob-

servation and interviewing techniques. It was found that if I participated in a variety of the center’s
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programmed activities, and talked inforrnally with the residents, then they in tum might feel a
willingness to help me with my study.

Attending the daily activities with the residents worked well. The residents were more responsive
to questions when I participated in daily events with them. On a picnic outing, I walked around the
parameter of the city park with a woman who had difficulty walking. She loved the hard surface
of the path and she expressed fear over seeing gravel pieces in the path. This was a useful data
collection tool, and it was an interesting part of the study. The residents grew eager to attend the
workshop and slide show and they would ask the date and time of the workshop several times in
an aftemoon. Playing bingo with them helped me to better understand their likes and dislikes, their
aches and pains, and their attention spans. By attending the Senior Citizens picnic representing the
three counties of Pulaski, Montgomery and Floyd, it was leamed that the best way to gain their

trust was to participate in their activities. The period of observation ended once I began to establish
an active role in their lives. I became a participant rather than an isolated observer. The director
of the center and his wife continued to kindly invite me to participate in the many activities at the

center.

The residents told stories about their lives and they agreed to help with the study. The management

treated me as one of the staff and so I was allowed to move about freely. The following excerpts

from my joumal illustrate the depth of my observations:
’Saw my friend Vada today, she couldn’t remember my name and so she called me 'honey' instead.
She let me take a photograph of Billy and her outdoors by the newly planted marigolds. She is doing
fairly well, although in the past two weeks she has dropped five more pounds. She already weighs
95 pounds. She's had three bouts with cancer in her lifetime, her husband died several years ago and
she is alone. She is talkative and always curious; her head is alert and sits in a singularly strong po-
sition on her frail shoulders. She uses a cane to lift herself out of the chair in the lobby where she
usually sits.'

Rapport building is a time consurning endeavor. Months were spent in developir1g a rapport with

the residents, and I became attached to the residents. Through my initial observations, I began to

ask more detailed questions, and I leamed more about the residents from their detailed responses.
For example: What is your favorite flower? Do you like to garden? Do you like to receive flowers?
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Do you like to see flowers in the landscape? And when you look out the window what would you
like to see? I spoke with residents about their families and about how they liked to see their relatives
and how they liked to greet them in comfortable surroundings. And I found that the residents in
general preferred a daily balance of private time and social time.

The System of Landscape Styles and Design Categories

To determine the preferred landscape styles and programming needs of the residents, it was neces-

sary to develop a system of landscape styles and design categories (LSDC). This systematic ap-

proach to design considerations would provide the meat for the study. This would enable me to
interpret the user’s aesthetic preferences. Landscape aesthetics are difficult to determine using

I

merely a verbal format. Therefore, it was necessary to present the LSDC system in a visual format.

The development of the LSDC system created the framework for the methods; and a framework

for the analysis; and most importantly it enabled me to draw conclusions from the study that will

guide other Landscape Architects in design development.

There are many landscape styles. A landscape style represents a trend or familiar style used widely

in landscape design. Landscape styles are seen in garden design books, travel books, history and

architecture books, periodicals, and other mediums ofcommunication including television and film,

and they are used as references in ancient and modem literature. The following six styles were de-

veloped from an extensive review of the literature. These landscape styles vary in scale; the use of

plant materials; and in the overall use of design elements: (slides and photographs were used to

represent each landscape style a.nd design category and are shown in the text):

l. The French·Italian Formal Landscape:
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The formal landscape utilizes scale, straight lines and symrnetry. These sites are engineered and
geometric in plan. They are precise, and control the natural environment. The central axis
makes visible the site at a glance. Water serves as an introduction to the space. It introduces
order and logic and occurs in flat sheets, and is often grandiose in the statement it presents.
Topography is manipulated to achieve level or terraced areas. Elegance and refmement char-
acterize this landscape type. People were omaments in the French garden (Cowell 1978).
Green rooms functioned as outdoor and indoor spaces. Waterworks were featured. Simplicity
ir1 general was strived for, no room was complete without water (Littlefield 1985). Stonework
and masonry furnished the outdoor room. Rooms, parterres, theatres were defined by an en-
closing element. Different levels were bound by axis and cross axis. The great Italian garden
at Villa Lante and the famous gardens of Versailles in France are classic examples of the formal
landscape.

2. The English Cottage Landscape:

The cottage landscape appears inforrnal in its design. The smallness of scale is comfortable for

human interaction. Soft curvilinear lines characterize the planting design pattems. There is an

abundance of flowers and informality in planting design that is tightly structured around a
framework of walls, hedges, beds, borders or paved pathways (Littlefield 1985). If the flowering

is profuse, then the planting is a choice one. Yet the beauty of the cottage garden is its struc-

ture, the looseness that was so difficult to achieve is contained by some type of framework.

Separate garden rooms and flowering are the inspiration for the cottage garden. Omamentation

is only necessary when it serves function (Jekyll 1984). Beds and flowers are kept near to the
house (Jekyll 1984). The cottage landscape has been emblazened in the works of the great

English landscape gardeners Gertrude Jekyll (19th century) and Sylvia Crowe (20th century)

and in the works of the American Landscape Architect Beatrix Farrand. Their planting designs

are seen in many residential gardens in the United States and England. Beatrix Farrand’s work
is immortalized in the gardens at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, D.C.
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3. The Naturalized Landscape:

The naturalized landscape requires little or no maintenance. There is no formal order. The
naturalized landscape works with the existing natural features oand plant materials of the
landscape: meadows, marshes, woodlands, or bogs (Littlefield 1985), and thus a variety of
scales are emphasized. Sirnplicity and lack of contrivance mark this style. Plants are a primary
ingredient. To develop this type of landscape, analysis; environmental sensitivity; and artistic
ability are necessary. Drifts, groves and glades replace beds. Thoreau, Jefferson, and Muir in-
fluenced this twentieth century style. Naturalized landscapes occur along roadsides, in national
and state parks, and in residential areas. Native plant materials in successional growth stages
characterize examples of the naturalized landscape. In addition, the natural landscape can be
intimate in character such as a small brook or stand of wildflowers.

4. The English Romantic Landscape:

The romantic landscape is designed with paths and stretches of open lawn that invite views,
exploration and serve as informal axis (Newton 1982). The largeness of the scale used creates
expanses of green areas that are informal and natural in appearance, though highly contrived
in actuality. In the romantic landscape, formality gives way to sweeping curvilinear patterns
and lines like a natural park. Mixed clusters of shrubs and trees are used to create the sense
of enclosure, mystery and surprise. Asymmetry is derived from the eastem gardens and is more
difficult to achieve (Cowell 1978). Symmetry is concealed by informal plantings. Pictorial im-
ages of designed gardens originated from the landscape paintings of Claude Lorraine
(Littlefield). The scale and proportion offer broad expanses of open spaces and spaces devoted

to water and to grass. Views are spectacular. The garden is small. Water is viewed in the dis-
tance with grass in the foreground.

L

This trend has influenced public parks and American residential design. Central Park and
Prospect Park in New York City are superb examples of the romantic landscape. Blenheim
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Palace in England typifies the romantic landscape and the manipulation of the land required
to create a park like setting. The American Landscape Architect Frederick Law Olmsted and
the English Landscape Gardener Humphrey Repton are considered Masters of the romantic
landscape.

5. The Urban Plaza Landscape:

The urban plaza landscape is foremost a design set in the context of an urban center. The lo-
cation of the buildings and the organization of the space between them is critical (Laurie 1986).
Circulation and public use areas receive priority in the planning and design. Hard surfaces
predominate. Urban design projects include malls, streets, commercial centers, govemment
centers, river front developments, neighborhood rehabilitation projects (Simonds 1983).
Projects of this nature are multi-faceted and take into consideration the micro-climate, sun and
shadow pattems (as iniluenced by building height), proportion and scale, human behavior
needs, and spatial differences. Paley Park, Greenacres Park and the Seagrams Plaza in New
York City are outstanding examples of urban plaza design.

6. The Convcntional Institutional Landscape:

The conventional-institutional landscape is characterized by a variety of design elements. These
features are found on college campuses, elementary school campuses, hospital grounds, com-

mercial buildings and in residential areas. The conventional-institutional landscape is found in
all situations and in all places. Path systems are wide to accommodate heavy pedestrian flows.
Gently graded paths are accessible to all individuals. There is a continuity to the path system,

a path must lead to a given destination, i.e. a parking lot or pool. Entry/exit points are focal

points. Plantings are used for omamental purposes or garnish around the building, and are not
used to create spaces (Browne 1987). Foundation plantings are used to hide unattractive

foundations, and to reduce glare within rooms and to maintain cooler temperatures within the
building. There are a minumum number of woody plants used on the site to create adequate
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shade areas. Seating is not always a priority. Angular geometric pattems form the outdoor
spaces. Symmetry and right angles are prevalent. Parking layout facilitates access to the build-

ing. Large lawn areas occupy views. Human behavior and needs are important considerations.
A conventional-institutional design must be functional. The use of color is limited. Tactile
surfaces and colored warning labels appear infrequently in this outdoor setting.

There are design categories that are integral parts of the designer’s vocabulary. These terms are
broad, but incorporate the design elements found in the landscape. Each element is depicted
representatively in a variety of landscape styles. So the elements themselves enabled me to isolate
the favorite style classification in the visual preference survey. In the workshop, they provided a
checklist from which to determine programming.

l. Water:
Water is desirable in many landscapes. It provides a focal point. Water can be used in a variety
of landscape settings.

2. Pathways: .
Paths facilitate pedestrian movement at a variety of scales. Circulation concems the designer
functionally, aesthetically and socially.

3. Private Space:
Private spaces are those private outdoor areas that allow individuals privacy.

4. Public Space:
Public spaces are outdoor areas that accommodate large gatherings of individuals.

5. The Use of Plants in the Built Environment:
Plants are used in the built environment to achieve form and function. They are used as ac-

cessories or as structural (vertical and horizontal) elements within the context of a given land-
scape.
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6. The Use of Plants for Color:

The use of plants for color and texture are important principles in planting design. A variety
of color and textural schemes create landscapes that are stimulating to the senses.

7. Overall Design:

Overall design irnplies an entire landscape design; the plan view. The plan view shows the

structural configuration of a design. From a plan view, overall patterns and the entire design

can be understood.
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The Landscape Design Workshop: Addressing

Programming

There are a variety of participatory design methods available as I have discussed in the introduction
and review of literature. Given the sample size, a workshop that utilized simple data gathering
techniques and a workshop that would enable the residents to generate ideas about programming
their own outdoor space was preferred. Tools that were easily manipulated and easily understood
were preferred (such as construction paper and markers). A workshop where the residents were
encouraged to think_for themselves and to develop their own ideas was envisioned. There was no
need to introduce terrninology that might be confusing or intimidating. The final models would .»
represent the programming needs and preferences of the residents.

To analyze the models that the residents designed, a method needed to be interpretive. It would
be possible to analyze the models and describe the various images and design ideas that emerged in
a cohesive manner. Thus the LSDC system was needed to provide structure.

The landscape design workshop was designed and modified using the participatory design tech-
niques developed by Browne & Stea (1981) as I have discussed. The workshop was designed to
determine the programming needs and landscape design concems of the residents. The following
goals were established:

1. To understand how the residents interact with their site.
2. To understand the landscape design preference of the residents.

3. To understand the programming concerns of the residents.

4. To develop a conceptual landscape plan based on the integration of the results from the
workshop and the visual preference test.
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During the workshop the residents would have the opportunity to develop ideas for the landscape
of their choice, the ideal programmed landscape. The residents ideas were the ideas that would
create the space. They were not introduced to foreign terms, or to design concepts. The LSDC
system that has been discussed was used in the analysis of the resulting models.

The workshop was structured so that the residents worked in teams of three to six people to achieve
a concept for the site. Each team worked on a pre-constructed cardboard model. The workshop

· would enable me to see more clearly the interaction of the resident with the site. The models could
then be interpreted using the LSDC system. The residents were not aware of the design categories
that would create the framework to analyze the solutions which the residents developed during the
workshop.

The Visual Preference Survey

What are some of the landscape design preferences of older people? Although the review of litera-
ture identiiies several recreational and programmed interests, we don’t know what they prefer aes-
thetically. If the design workshop was a means to determine those activities that the residents
preferred without reference to particular activities or suggestions of activities, the visual preference
survey became a means to determine landscape style preferences of this particular group. i

The visual preference survey was conducted in the form of a workshop to determine the landscape
style preferences of the residents at Wheatland Hills Retirement Center using the LSDC system.
The survey was designed to isolate the resident’s favorite landscape type through the use of a data

collection technique called ”picture in the pocket” (Stem 1987). This simple test incorporated visual
preference testing techniques with other techniques, so that a favorite landscape choice would result
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after the selection process. Three elements were needed: an environmental framework for the
testing situation; the LSDC system; and a data collection instrument.

A ranking rather than a rating scale was used. A ranking scale would force the resident to select
his/her favorite landscape. With a rating system (Kaplan 1978), the resident would be asked to rate
each photograph on a scale of 1 to 5. In addition, a large number of slides might confuse the res-
idents and cause them to forget their favorite choice, so the test was designed to be simple. With
a ranking system the resident had the opportunity to select his favorite choice from a series of
photographie prints.

The visual preference survey was conducted to form an overall numerical assessment of the favorite
landscapes of the residents. Residents selected their favorite landscapes from the following land-
scape styles, which have been discussed: the French·ltalian formal landscape; the English cottage
landscape; the naturalized landscape; the English romantic landscape; the urban plaza landscape;
and the conventional-institutional landscape. The landscapes were represented in several design
categories: water; pathways; private space; public space; overall design; the use of plants in the built
environment; and the use of plants for color. The ”picture in the pocket” tool (Stem 1987) enabled
me to isolate in a relatively simple and cost effective manner the favorite image.

D€Sig]l DEVBIOPHIEIZÜ

There are still questions in our current understanding of design for the elderly. Those questions
result from a lack of design information. There is a need to generate more design information, so
that designers have more of an awareness of the user. lt appears that most of the design programs
fail to take into consideration aesthetic concems (Browne 1987). Why is this so? Is this because
we don’t know what those aesthetic concems are? Or is it that we don’t know how to begin to tap
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into those aesthetic concems? This study is an attempt to gain knowledge on the aesthetic concems
of older individuals for their environment and on the programming ideas of older people. By
looking at landscape preference perhaps we can unravel some of the mystery.

The results from both the workshop and the visual preference survey can be used to inform other
designers who share an interest in user needs.
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IV. The Pre-Test

A pre-test was conducted two weeks prior to the workshop and three weeks prior to the visual

preference survey to work out potential problems. Both of the research methods were tested on

volunteers: including a retired couple; two professors; a.nd two students.

The Visual Prefereuce Survey

The participants were introduced to the study in the same way as the residents at Wheatland Hills

would be introduced. A tape recorder documented the conversation and discussion. The visual

preference survey was administered first. The participants filled out their favorite response to the

slides on blank sheets of paper. The slides appeared in sequence, each design category was intro-

duced, followed by the six landscape styles that represented the given design category. The slides

were randomized for the actual visual preference survey.
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Tlze Design Workshop

A design workshop followed the slide show. The participants worked on base sheets covered with
acetate for freedom of graphic expression. The one-dirnensional sheets were found to be diilicult
to visualize. As a result of the pre-test, cardboard models replaced the base sheets. It also was clear
that verbal cornrnunication is equally as important as graphic expression, and that tape recorders
would provide good documentation.

As a result of the pre-test, the original order of slide show followed by workshop was reversed, so
that the workshop took place first. In this way the slides would not give the residents new ideas
thereby creating bias. I decided to work with both slide images and photographie prints. The slides
enabled the participants to see the third dimension. The prints enabled the participants to remember
each category and to review the choices in daylight conditions. Also, several slides were replaced,
and three of the design categories were renarned to avoid confusion with architectural terminology
(Miller, 1987).
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V. The Workshop

Training Session

Each team participating in the workshop was led by an assistant. There were five assistants who

would help with each of the teams. It was hoped that there would be five groups of residents in the

actual workshop. Each assistant volunteered to help with the study. All assistants were students;

four of the assistants were trained as designers, and one of the assistants had no previous training

in design. It is important to note that I was the only person who was familiar with the residents.

It was this familiarity that would lead to interesting results as I have discussed in the review of lit-

erature and will discuss in the analysis.

Each team was equipped with a cassette tape recorder to record conversations and debates. The

photographer, Ken Gilboy, documented the phases of the workshop on both slide and print film.

Photographing the workshop began immediately and it was continued through to the end of the

workshop. Incidentally, a flash was not used on the camera, instead a high speed daylight film was

substituted, so as not to disturb the residents.
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The assistants were trained prior to the workshop. The models were discussed and the construction
materials displayed. In addition, the assistants were familiarized with the site. Site documentation

on slide film and behavioral characteristics of certain residents were discussed. The assistant’s role

was one of facilitator. Their role was to encourage the residents to express their ideas. The training

of the assistants provided a helpful introduction to the residents, study and site. Many questions

were asked and potential problems were reviewed in a group meeting. For example: What would

an assistant do if one resident was more vocal than the other members of the group? They would
to the best of their abilities try to gain the attention of all the team members. Or what would hap-

pen if one of the trained designers suggested a design element such as a bench and the resident

agreed that that was a good idea? It was decided that each group leader would work to bring out

the voice of the residents to the best of her ability. Certainly, in an hour period it was possible for

such incidents to occur. We wanted such incidents to occur less frequently rather than continually.

The Design Workshop
W

At the start of the actual workshop, the residents were introduced to the purpose of the study--they

were to create the ideal landscape-- the landscape of their choice. The model depicted the buildings

and displayed site features such as topography, a retention basin, road and locational indicators

such as the shopping center and the mental hospital. Each resident placed a sticky label where their

room was located. This helped to orient the residents to the site (Browne 1987).

The director of the retirement center and his wife supported the notion of the workshop. In addi-

tion, the director was interested in accepting the landscape ideas of the residents if they were eco-

nomically feasible.
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A The residents were given a limited time period to work. One hour was a suflicient amount of time
for an activity such as a workshop given that all other scheduled activities at the retirement center
were approximately one hour. The residents worked in small groups to facilitate participation. A
list of questions were posted on the wall for referral during the workshop, and they were discussed
during the introduction to the workshop. It was hoped that they might trigger further ideas. For
example:

• What do you like to see when you look out the window?
• What activities would you like to participate in if you had the opportunity?
• What is your favorite season?
• What is your favorite color?
• Do you have a favorite outdoor place to go and what is it like?

The participants worked on the cardboard models. They worked in teams of three to six members
per group, so that all participants would have the opportunity to communicate. Five cardboard
models were constructed at l”·20’ scale. Each model was simply presented, with a cardboard base

for support. The property line was designated by another sheet of cardboard. Topography was not
represented three-dirnensionally, but was represented using graphic symbols. The buildings were
cut to scale and were placed on the site. Each model indicated the building footprint, so that the
building did not need to be attached to the board. They remained unattached for flexibility during
the workshop. A sheet of acetate was tacked with push pins to the cardboard, so that participants
had the option to remove the plastic acetate if they preferred. The acetate gave the participants a

chance to draw on the model, and gave them the option to change their ideas with greater ease.

Marker or crayon marker could be easily wiped off with tissue (Browne & Stea 1981).

The residents used a variety of construction materials to design the various outdoor spaces on the

model. Their ideas were expressed verbally and graphically in whatever manner was comfortable to ·

them. A flowered paper lunch-bag was frlled with construction materials and available for each
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team. Each lunch bag contained: scissors; ruler; glue stick; construction paper; push pins; broad and
fine tipped markers; and napkins for removal of the marker.

A photographer documented the phases of the workshop on both slide and print frlm. Photo-
graphing the workshop began immediately and it was continued through to the end of the work-
shop.

The following is a summary of the preparation for the workshop:

1. Five pre-built models: required cardboard; acetate; base map; major landscape features in-
cluded; building footprints.

2. Pre·scheduled event: coordinate with community activity calender.

3. Organize assistants and photographer.

4. Orientation and training workshop for assistants.

5. Set-up: table preparation; assembling residents; display on wall of questions and program for
workshop at Wheatland Hills.

6. Materials for workshop: Scissors; rulers; markers; balsa wood; construction paper; sticky labels.

7. Documentation: required photographer with slide and print film; 5 cassette recorders and cas-

sette tapes.

8. A Workshop Outline was discussed with the residents:

• Introduction to the study: goals and objectives.

• Theme of the workshop: "Create Your Ideal Landscape."

• Review posted questions on the wall and refer to them throughout the workshop.

• Introduce team facilitators: 5 assistants.
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• An orientation to the model and to the site using the model for discussion: residents in-
dicated where their rooms were located for better orientation to the model.

• Begin team work.

• Wrap up session
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VI. The Results and Discussion of the Workshop

The information generated in the workshop illustrates many of the design concems of the residents

of Wheatland Hills. The models illustrated complex and well thought out ideas. Using the system

of landscape styles and design categories, each model was analyzed and landscape patterns were

generated in sketch form.

Of the forty residents at Wheatland Hills, frfteen women and one man volunteered to participate in

the workshop. All of the residents who participated in the workshop were familiar with me. As

has been discussed, the residents by playing bingo or sitting in the lounge. They expressed an in-

terest in participating in the workshop. They liked to talk about gardening, and many of them had

had gardens of their own. To encourage participation, the workshop was scheduled after memory

class and before the 4 pm nap. Generally, after memory class, many of the residents were more

eager to exercise their mental capabilities.

At the beginning of the workshop, the residents sat randornly at tables. They chose their seats ei-

ther because they wanted to sit next to a friend, because they wanted to be alone, or because they

wanted to sit nearer to the window. Whatever the reasoning, four tables were frlled with between

three and six people. One table had only one person sitting at it, and the woman moved to be next
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to another person at a different table. We were prepared for five groups, so one model and table
were unused during the workshop.

The models revealed a variety of prograrnrning and design interests. Though the influence of the
assistant may have been a factor in the range of differences on each model, it is difficult to estirnate
such an influence. It is fair to say that my farniliarity with the residents influenced communication
with my group. Residents used a variety of mediums to convey their ideas; construction paper,
sticky labels, markers, china markers and balsa wood were used by the residents. Some residents
were adept at giving directions, others were capable of graphically expressing their ideas with clarity.

Considering the broad range of ideas expressed on the models, it is conceivable that each assistant

had a certain input. The facilitator’s encouragement was an important factor in the process. The
cassettes revealed that each assistant had a verbally positive influence on the group. The assistants

listened to each resident and helped them to graphically represent their idea. Some groups were

quieter than others. While some residents were more vocal than others, each resident contributed

as the cassettes revealed.

The intexplay between the residents and the assistant was a factor of interest in the workshop re-

sults. Of the four models produced each one was different from the other. The backgrounds of the

assistants must be discussed, so that a relationship can be established between the final models and

the evolution of the design.

First discussed will be the backgrounds of the five volunteers. Elizabeth Truex·Gilboy (Model 1)

is a graduate student in Landscape Architecture. Her design background and her experience in

community design projects enabled her to work effectively with her group, yet some members of

her group felt the grounds needed no changing. Oma Hassad (Model 2) is trained as a teacher. She

is also an actress. Though her background is not design related, and though her English is not yet

perfect, she was able to draw from her group a very elaborate and highly detailed design. Soo

Young Kim (Model 4) is trained as a landscape architect. She worked well with her group despite
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a language barrier and despite the fact that she had never worked with older people in America.

Her face ar1d gestures were very expressive. Both Soo Young and Oma had residents in their group

who were highly motivated and eager to participate. Ellen Rhodes, an architecture student, was

prepared to handle the fifth group, but the lone person sitting at the table left to join another group,

consequently she worked with each group, offering assistance to the residents. I worked with the

largest group, six people, and as I have already discussed my group was familiar with me and eager

to leam about the project.

The evolution of the workshop was interesting indeed. The residents were attentive and eager. The

event was pre-scheduled to last one hour, (2-3 pm) before nap time, but by the frfty minute mark,

most of the groups were lagging. More than one hour would have been impractical as the director

of the retirement center suggested, and less time would not have been enough for all the teams to

finish their work.

The final models produced by the residents were analyzed using the LSDC system. Each model

was broken down. The design categories were used to determine the content of each model. For

example, Model 1: how did Model l respond to the design category "pathways"‘? As you can in-

terpret from the discussion of Model l, ”pathways" (circulation) were addressed. In this manner,

each model was broken down and analyzed. An illustration depicting the landscape pattems for

each model shows how the analysis materialized into an emerging landscape design. In addition to

each illustration of the pattems established from each model, there is a discussion of each model,

and a checklist (Figure 634). The checklist was used to assess the model and frequency of design

categories. It was a measuring stick approach to identifying major design elements in each model,

a means for me to identify all the design categories addressed and then incorporate them in an

analysis. The category "programmed space" has been added to the checklist, as programmed spaces I
were addressed in several of the models, and it is important to recognize this ir1 in the results.

:

From conversations with residents and tapes from the workshop session five main areas have been
:

identified on the site. These five main areas are graphically blocked out in an illustration for referral. I
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These areas are frequently used in the proceeding discussion and they provide a context for each

model. The five main areas ofthe site that the residents refer to are the: front, back, rear, entrance

and middle.

Model I

This model addressed the design categories of "water"; "pathways"; "private space"; "public space";

"plants for color"; "plants in the built environment"; and the "overall design". Four residents

worked in a group and were assisted by Elizabeth Truex·Gilboy in developing a design for the

outdoor spaces surrounding Wheatland Hills.

The residents developed the retention basin in the front space into a duck pond for fish. Around the

duck pond, they created places for sitting under trees.

They developed an area off to the side of the site for games (badminton and croquet) and included

seating under shade trees around the activity area.

Both the duck pond and the games court were connected by a circulation system. Steps were fa-

vored in the design of the path. Slope was taken into consideration.

Between the two spaces a picnic area was used to connect the two spaces, and a walking path was

featured.

Seating was located along the circulation system or path.
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The entrance to Wheatland Hills received attention. Flowering trees and shrubs and more peren-

nials and annuals were used for color schemes using pink to give a showy presentation at the en-

trance. Benches were located along the beds for sitting and viewing the activity.

The front area of the site received the most attention. They wanted their friends and family mem-

bers to see something nice. The back and rear areas of the site received no attention. The residents

seemed to be more occupied with those areas that were immediately accessible to them and occu-

pied their view. They dealt with the spaces nearest to their rooms.

The sketch illustrates the strong circulation pattem that emerged from this model. The design fea-

tures that serve to create destination points are well defined in the front area of the site. Ample

seating has been placed along the circulation routes.

Model 2

This model addressed the design categories of "plants for color"; "plants in the built environmentz;

"pathways"; and "overall design". Three residents were assisted by Oma Hassid in the design of the

outdoor spaces surrounding Wheatland Hills.

A sophisticated use of plants for color and plants in the built environment contributed to a strong

overall design. An elaborate rose garden was displayed in a series of terraced gardens going down

the slope toward the retention basin stressing the use of pink colors. Overall design implies that a

structural framework was given to the planting design; terraced beds for the roses and garden beds

for cutting llowers.
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Plants were used to screen and buffer the neighboring hospital (a mental institution). Plants were

used for color and scent purposes in the entrance area and along the foundations ir1 the front of the
' building.

Circulation was achieved in one sweeping motion connecting the entrance of the building to the

terraced rose gardens. A walking path was designed to maximize views to the roses. The front

entrance was to be showy and colorful representing soft pastel pinks.

Model 3

This model addressed all the design categories: "water"; "pathways"; ”private space"; ”public space";

”overall design"; "plants lll the built environment"; and ”plants for color"; Six residents worked with

me to develop the outdoor spaces. All areas of the site received design attention. There was much

consideration of the overall site.

The residents wanted a duck pond in the retention basin. In the front area next to the duck pond,

a rock garden with wild flowers was located. The residents wa.nted a gently graded concrete path

not a ramp. A path with no steps was to lead down to the duck pond. This path the participants

called "lovers lane", and "lovers lane" was to be canopied with shade trees. The "1overs lane" boule-

vard with benches on either side created an open, park like path system. At the base of the path

near the duck pond, the participants wanted a drinking fountain, for the walk would make them

thirsty.

In the entrance area, the participants wanted a "pretty" entrance. They wanted two dogwood trees;

one pink, the other white. The dogwood trees were located on either side of a water feature. This p
I

water fountain was to be lit at night. I
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In the middle area, the participants wanted bulbs all over and a cutting garden in the summer. They

didn’t want shade trees at the foundations of the building as this would prevent light from entering

their rooms.

In the rear area, the residents wanted to see a naturalized garden consisting of a selection of native

underplantings of rhododendron, azaleas, wildflowers, dogwoods, serviceberry, and other small trees

above the underplantings. A natural fountain was to be placed at the far edge of the natural area,

near to the back part of the site.

The back area was designated for games (croquet and tennis), and a tree with a swing was specified.

Pink japonica and forsythia were to cover the fence line with color.

Lastly, the participants wanted to avoid crowding of design elements and plants. They specified that

each area have something special for the people who lived near to that area.

Model 4

This model addressed the front area and the rear area. The design categories: ”plants for color"; and

”plants in the built environment" were addressed. Three residents worked with Soo Young Kim to

develop the outdoor spaces.

The residents wanted a shrub and tree border in the front area around the duck pond. They favored

keeping the retention basin.

In the rear area, the residents wanted to see small shrubs and big shade trees covering the existing

conditions. Spacing and color combinations were specified. There was tremendous interest in cov-

ering up unattractive site features.
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The main objective here was to conceal, therefore plantings were used as vertical elements and as
forms. The site was graphically described by one resident (who lived in the back area), and she fo-
cused on the area of the site nearest to her.

The Emerging Landscape Design

By merging the design elements and prograrnrning concerns from each of the models an emerging
landscape design has been developed (Figure 69) This conceptual illustration represents the primary
concems addressed in each model. This emerging design has been developed with the help of the
checklist. After assessing each model and determining the design elements and programmed spaces
used, it was possible to incorporate the main features of each model into an emerging design. The
checklist also indicates the residents responses to programmed space. It is clearly shown in the
checklist how each individual model differed in the attention given to site areas and design consid-
erations.

The conceptual design places an emphasis on indigenous plantings; plantings that are loosely
structured within a framework of programmed spaces. Programmed spaces for gardening, walking,
games, sitting in a park like setting, and sitting next to a pond were addressed. The plantings were
contained in beds or beside hard surfaces. Foundation plantings were preferred especially if they
were scented. There was an emphasis on using the native plant material of the southwestern
Virginia highlands on the site. Pastel shades and the color pink were priorities in the planting design
layout. Most areas of the site were shaded by the canopies of small to large trees. The residents

wanted an equal balance of sun and shade areas. Many residents preferred only to look at trees in
the distance, and to keep low plantings near the building so as to allow sun to enter the windows
and to keep the rooms warm during the day.

VI. The Results and Discussion of the Workshop
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Figure 63. Design checklist and responses to programming.
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66. Model 2: Plantings for color and plantings in the built environment addressed in front, en·
trance and back areas
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VII. The Visual Preference Survey

The Training Session

Two assistants helped with the visual preference survey. Oma Hassid and Avi Stem were intro-
duced to the goals and objectives of the survey, and they were familiarized with the procedure three

_ days before the actual data collection day was scheduled. Avi had developed the "picture in the
pocket” data collection instrument. Potential problems were discussed such as: How does one
nicely tell a resident that the test is individualized and prevent a comparison of selections. The
answer was encouragement: we would kindly encourage each resident to work alone and use pos-
itive reinforcement and the precedent of example during the test. The photographer, Ken Gilboy,
reviewed the procedure for the survey also.

The survey was designed so that bias would not enter in the resident’s selection of his favorite
choice. It may be added that this was an optimal condition difficult to achieve. Only one resident
was allowed to take the test at a time. There were four tables set at four comers of the room to
avoid any discussion between the participants. The assistants entered each participant’s individual
responses to the test in a logbook. Each assistant was equipped with a logbook to record the fa-
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vorite landscapes of each participant. The assistant observed the tables to ensure that the residents

understood that the test was individualized. After the residents had gone around the table and

placed a print in each pocket, the number one choice was recorded in the logbook.

The Visual Preference Survey

A slide survey of 42 images was conducted first to show the residents the landscape types and design

categories which have already been discussed. The purpose of the slide show was to introduce the

residents to the landscape images in a three·dimensional presentation (Miller 1987). The image of

the slide on a large screen had a more powerful alfect on the individual’s response than a photo-

graphic color print. The residents were asked to remember their favorite slides. The slides were

randomized within each of the design categories. The slide show acted as a warm up exercise for

the visual preference test in which the residents would select their favorite landscape type from each

design category. The slides were the same images as those on the photographie prints. The slides

were set to a ten second timer, so the images were quickly presented. A titled slide introduced each

design category. To conduct the survey, a slide projector and screen were used. The slides were

shown within the design categories and set to a timer.

The second part of the visual preference survey involved the use of a visual preference data col-

lection technique that was adapted for the residents of the Wheatland Hills Retirement Center. The

data collection tool was designed to fmd the overall favorite image of a given landscape type in each

design category. Photographic prints were used rather than the slides, because the prints could be

handled and remembered more easily by the residents. The test was designed for maximum ease.

The six landscape styles were placed on color coded and labeled poster board. Each poster board

had a pocket attached and the individual placed his/her favorite landscape settir1g in the pocket i
(Stem 1987). For example, if a participant selected the formal landscape as his/her favoriterepre·VII.
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sentation of the design category "water", the participant would place that photographie image in the
attached pocket, thereby isolating his favorite use of "water” from a selection of six landscape styles.
Four tables were set up for the visual preference survey. Each table had a full set of prints; 42

l photographie images mounted on white sheets of paper. Each photograph was coded, labeled, and
numbered for convenience in entering the data into the logbook as has been discussed.

The following is a summary of the visual preference survey:

i 1. Pre·scheduled event: listed on community events calendar.

i 2. Set-up: l hour; slide projector and screen; seating arrangement; tables with boards and pockets.
3. Introduction to study: Pick your favorite landscape from each design category.
4. Slide show: 42 slides set to a timer (10 seconds) appeared in random order within the design

categories. The slides were the same images as for the test that followed the slide show. The
residents were asked to consider their favorite slide in each design category.

5. Test procedure: ~

• 4 individual tables were set up with 7 colored poster boards on each table. The boards
represented the design categories and were labeled. On each board were 6 photographie
prints each attached to a white sheet of paper.

• Each participant selected his favorite choice and placed it in the pocket attached to each
board.

• The assistant recorded each response in a log book immediately after the respondent se-

lected his favorite landscape.
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VIII. The Results and Discussion of the Survey

The information generated from the visual preference survey provided valuable information on the

landscape style preferences of older people. When combined with the information from the prior

workshop, there is a unique union in research occurring. Both approaches have generated infor-

mation which can be applied sirnultaneously in a design program.

Twenty-three of the 40 residents participated in this study. The visual preference survey was

scheduled one week after the design workshop. The slide survey was presented first. During the

slide show, I reminded the residents to think about their favorite landscape within each design cat-

egory. Approximately 28 residents viewed the slides. The residents appeared to experience some

difiiculty in understanding the visual preference test that followed the slide show. They were con-

fused by the individualized testing situation and by the multitude of prints from which to select a

favorite print.

After the slide show, the residents were guided individually to the tables where photographie prints

represented the same images that the residents had viewed on the screen. Residents who took the

survey were impressed with the selection of landscapes, yet within each design category there was

an overall favorite landscape style established.
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The survey employed a ranking score. This technique for testing provided responses from all the
residents who participated. By forcing the resident to select his favorite landscape choice from a
selection of landscape styles, it was hoped that the favorite choice would reflect a level of thought
that is important to record. What is the preferred landscape style? By offering the residents a se-
lection of photos from which to choose, the final selection represented a favorite choice rather than
a second or third favorite choice.

The Favorite Landscape Styles

The favorite landscapes selected within each design category were tabulated manually. The chart
(Figure 74) shows the results of the survey. The overall favorite landscape and the number of re-
sponses that the landscape style received are shown on the chart. There is also a score for the
second highest ranking landscape styles on the chart.

The favorite landscape style found in the design category of "water" was the French—Italian formal
landscape (ll responses). The favorite landscape from the design category "pathways" was the
English cottage landscape (6 responses). The favorite landscape from the design category "private
space" was the French·Italian formal landscape (6 responses). From the design category ^'public
space", the favorite choice was the French·Italian formal landscape (8 responses). The favorite
choice from the design category "overall design" was the conventional-institutional landscape (9
responses). Within the design category of "plants in the built environment", the favorite choice was
the English cottage landscape (8 responses). From the design category "plants for color", the resi-
dents chose the French-Italian formal landscape (13 responses).

These responses indicated that the French·Italian formal landscape was preferred in four of the
i seven design categories: "water", "private space", "public space", and "plants for color". The formal
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landscape utilizes open views and vistas. It is a controlled environment. A central axis provides a

glimpse of an entire site. Focal points are important, and all views extend to a focal point. Beautiful
surroundings in a contained structural framework often characterize the formal landscape. Carefully

arranged geometric patterns are typical of a formal landscape.

The second most preferred landscape was the English cottage landscape. In the design categories

"pathways" and "plants in the built environment" the cottage landscape was represented. The Eng-

lish cottage landscape represents a smaller scale of design. Decoration, definition and attention to

detail are design elements of the cottage landscape. Romance, planting design and color schemes

and informality characterize the cottage landscape.

The third preferred landscape style was the conventional institutional landscape. The conventional

institutional landscape received the highest score in the design category "overall design". Overall

design indicates the structural configuration of a design, and takes into consideration the plan view

of the design. The conventional institutional landscape utilizes barrier free design standards to

achieve a predictable space. Accessibility and safety are prime design features.

The three landscape styles that were selected as the favorite styles are aesthetically pleasing yet

highly functional, controlled, and orderly landscapes. Hints of informality and looseness are indi-

cated within the preferred landscapes. The cottage landscape was preferred in two instances, indi-

cating a desire for the human scale and for comfortable landscapes.

The residents experienced some difficulty in understanding the visual preference test that followed

the slide show: they found it to be too complicated; they wanted to do it with someone else; they

weren’t sure of their favorite landscape; or they liked the retirement center just as it was. This was

also a phenomenon that occurred in the workshop. There was a marked preference for the

French-Italian formal landscape and a desire to keep what existed on the part of several residents.

This indicates a desire for controlled spaces, and controlled, highly visible activity spaces. It was
%important to give the residents other options outside of the conventional institutional landscape, Ä
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and as the study has shown, the residents did prefer a formal landscape with the overall security
implied in a barrier free landscape (conventional-institutional).

I
I
I
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Figure 74. The visual preference survey: the favorite landscape styles of the residents from the landscape
style and design categories
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IX. Implications of the Study

Conceptual Design Development

Outdoor spaces that function as indoor spaces. This is the basis for a conceptual plan developed
from the findings of this study. There are outdoor living rooms and libraries. A library may simply
be a bed of flowers and shrubs with their common and botanical names labeled clearly for the
viewer to see and remember. This botanical museum, library or memory center might have a shade
tree nearby and a bench sited comfortably near the tree on a concrete path just off the central axis
(Figure 63).

We carmot say that the conventional institutional landscape is the preferred landscape (Figure 74).
But we can say that the overall design and construction of the conventional institutional landscape
is preferred by the residcnts of Wheatland Hills within a highly formalized landscape. One of the
tenets of this study was to determine whether the residents of Wheatland I—Iills preferred the con-
ventional institutional landscape style. To do this, it was necessary to develop other landscape
comparisons. The LSDC system enabled me to isolate several selected landscape styles representing
seven design elements.
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The overall configuration of the conventional institutional landscape style places an emphasis on
legibility, security and accessibility. Aesthetically, the style is not magnificent, but is not com-
monplace either. It makes sense. Byerts (Chellis, Seagle &. Seagle, 1982) has talked about elements '

of the built environment which he perceives to be intrinsically necessary in housing for the elderly.
He makes practical suggestions that can be tailored to many situations. Byerts suggestions create
the framework for good design. They are: legibility; accessiblity; usability; adaptability; and choice.

In addition; elements of the French-Italian formal landscape and the English cottage landscape may
be incorporated into Byerts suggestions.

In the case of Wheatland Hills, all these elements of the conventional institutional landscape style

came into play. The residents wanted to feel secure outdoors, they wanted to move easily and safely

from one location to another; they wanted to use spaces that worked for them; they wanted to see

other residents using the spaces, and they liked a variety of spaces. All these elements came into
play in the conceptual landscape plan. ·

I

French—Italian Fomral Landscape Style

The residents prefer the French·Italian formal landscape. What does this mean? Why do they

prefer a controlled environment? The controlled environment is an orderly environment that af-
I fords open views, and the chance to understand the site from one vantage point. Safety is a primary

concem. The well manicured landscape is also a primary concem. The landscape must be beautiful

to look at. Once in the landscape, the paths lead clearly and safely to a destination point set off

from a central axis. Yet the formal landscape offers the beauty and pleasure that is frequently

missing from the conventional institutional landscape.

In four design categories (water, private space, public space, and the use of plants for color) the ,
residents preferred the French-Italian formal landscape. What is the formal landscape style? As I :‘¤
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N have already discussed, the formal landscape style opens up all possible views to the user. A central
Ä axis point is evident upon entering the space. For the older person this indicates a need for security,

N
and a preference for extravagent plantings. The formal landscape is an ordered landscape; one that

N
I
is well manicured, and beautiful to look at. The paths lead clearly and safely to a destination point

N which is generally off a central axis.
Ä

The formal landscape provides the color, the texture, the circulation and the arrangement of gath-
ering spaces that cannot be found so beautifully in the conventional institutional landscape style.

N The formal landscape is private yet accessible. The examples of public spaces in the formal land-
scape style suggest a highly manicured appearance. Colorful planting designs, often geometric
pattems of perennials and armuals are sandwiched between omarnental mature plant materials.
Generally these areas are accessible by a path that is wide and accommodating. These qualities of
the formal landscape style have merged with the ideas from the landscape design workshop. I have
adapted these qualities from the formal landscape for the Wheatland Hills site.

It was quite possible to generate many altematives for the conceptual plan. I thought of the fan-
tastical approach to the landscape — the highly irnaginative though highly irnpractical site design.
It is tempting to consider magnificent Versailles fountains and beds of roses as one would find at

Kew gardens in England. There were no stereotypes to influence the decisions made such as older

people prefer the color yellow or older people like to work in vegatable gardens. The residents

suggested where many of the spaces should go, areas for gardening; walking; swinging; sitting;

congregating; being alone; reflecting; people·watching; playing games; badminton; croquet; and

even tennis.

Within the formal landscape style, it is exciting to develop areas for scented flowers and shrubs;

areas for cutting flowers; and areas for pastel pink flowers and shrubs. It is interesting that pink

was by far the favorite color — pink in combination with yellows and purples, pink amidst native
park like plantings and pink by itself in springtime.
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English Cottage Landscape Style

The influence of the conventional institutional landscape style and the formal landscape style on

the conceptual landscape plan has been discussed. Now, I will turn to the English Cottage land-

scape style. In two design categories (pathways and the use of plants in the built environment) this
landscape style was chosen as the favorite. The English cottage landscape style is friendly and in-

viting. Curvilinear paths for strolling and meandering typify this landscape style. The small scale

of the English cottage landscape implies a comfort found in small things. But also the English

cottage landscape is typified by sprawling plantings of perennials in highly controlled spaces. The

classic example is of course the herbacious border. Here we see bush plantings of all colors within

a long rectangular space. The herbacious border is accompanied by a long path, either grass or

paved, and always the bed is on level ground which means the view and path are quite straight and

unobstructed.

The English cottage landscape is another indicator of the resident’s preference for a controlled yet

imaginative series of outdoor spaces. Merging these concepts with the resident’s programming

ideas, we see a series of inforrnal plantings, contained by paths. Then, we move on to a room with

more formal plantings and a generous path; generous enough to accommodate two friends walking

arm in arm, or a wheelchair. The conceptual plan illustrates the preferences that have been already

discussed, and as has been stressed, the guiding principle is in the design provision of outdoor

rooms, highly ordered and manageable outdoor spaces that are an extension of the facility.

What we have perhaps missed in past studies are options. Yes, we can say that the conventional

institutional landscape offers security, accessiblilty, legibility, but does it offer choice and adapt-

ability? Does it lend itself to usability? With the information from this study, it has been possible

to assess the landscape preferences of the residents and to offer them a safe environment, one that

is an extension of the building, and one that offers a variety of landscape styles and activities.
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Each outdoor room can be different, because there is an understanding of the varying landscape
style "likes" as well as programming "likes". This is enormously helpful. Coupled with the general
knowledge available in gerontology and with user-enviromnent studies, we know that the older
person has the desire to exert a certain amount of independence. Before independence is exerted
or continued from one lifestyle to another, the older peson must feel secure in the environment, and
security implies familiarity with the environment.

Suggestions

The following list was compiled as a result of the information generated from the study to be used
in conjunction with the conceptual landscape plan:

• Develop natural areas with native plantings in rear and front areas.
• Develop activity spaces for croquet in back area.
• Create path system in front area that connects to back area in the English cottage landscape

style.
• Create a "pretty" landscape for the front area with an emphasis on the use of pink and white

flowering native plant materials and a water feature.
• Plant scented flowers at foundation of building.
• Plant bulbs and cutting flowers in the middle area.
• Create park like area with benches and paths by the duck pond incorporating elements from

both the formal and cottage landscape styles.
• Establish duck pond in retention basin.
• Create picnic area in front area above duck pond with a view to rockgarden or rose garden in

the formal landscape style.
• Build a rockgarden or terraced rose garden into the slope of the front area.
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l Conclusions

It is in the application of the two research methods — the merger of two methods of inquiry — that
a congruous relationship has been created between the goal of the study and the application of the
knowledge. One method, the landscape design workshop, produced results on the programming
concerns of the residents. The second method, the visual preference survey, produced results on
the preferred landscape styles of the residents. The concept plan would be less representative of

l user needs if only one method had been employed. If we only understand style preferences then
we are unable to completely develop spaces. If we only understand programming concerns, then
we may misrepresent aesthetic preferences.

One concept has emerged; one that is reflective of the residents of Wheatland Hills, and one that
is reflective of the site. It seems useful to cross-examine one’s design intent. The design will more
carefully address the user as a result of using two methods rather than one method. As Landscape
Architects, we employ rigorous standards in design development. These methods of inquiry ex-
emplify standards of rigour associated with qualitative research.

There is no one answer. As the results have shown, it is possible to make certain statements about
the resident’s preferences now that their preferences have been communicated in a relatively simple
manner. This type of inquiry is a valuable exercise for a designer; it teaches one to be more ob-
servant; to listen; and to work with the user rather than accepting isolated facts from a book. In

stereotyping behavior patterns and aesthetic preferences, we are limiting the opportunities and ideas
that exist for the user and the designer. The very fact that the residents prefer an extension of the
building into the landscape, because they feel more secure, warrants an investigation of this nature.

My inquiry has looked beyond the stereotypes. Though my process can be duplicated, it is

doubtful that the results will be repeated. The residents represent different educational and regional
backgrounds. I used this methodology to learn more about the residents; what makes these resi-
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dents different from the residents of other retirement facilities; and why it is important to understand

the individual nature of a site and the residents of a facility.

How many designers take a project to the people? We are as much a part of the political and de-

cision making process as our neighbors and friends in the behavioral and social sciences. We must

not forget that in many cases design success can be achieved by understanding and interpreting user

needs.

It is one thing to simply live in one’s environment, it is another thing to be able to affect one’s own

environment. And this poses an argument of legitimate debate: should the designer empower the

resident or client with design ideas and decision making abilities? Is a study of this nature important

or worthwhile?

The tradeoffs are evident. This type of inquiry is time consuming and the data generated is not

"hard" data. And though it might be considered a tradeoff, the use of two methods in data col-

lection, is useful. For as it has been said before, the designer must determine programmed needs

as well as landscape style preferences. This approach is not one dirnensional. I have attempted to

capture the whole by interpreting the functional needs and the aesthetic concerns.

By examining how the older person experiences his environment using the landscape design work-

shop, we have seen the programing ideas and concerns of the residents expressed on the cardboard

models. Then, by interpreting preferred style, we have deterrnined general aesthetic preferences.

The congruous relationship between the workshop, the survey and the conceptual landscape plan

support the goal of the inquiry. If we are to determine user needs, we must first be prepared to

approach the problem from several angles. Secondly, we must have a general knowledge of the

user. When we work with people, we can never be completely sure of the outcome. Yet we can

hope that through such a process we can begin to understand the many ways in which users per-

ceive and experience the extemal environment. And as Landscape Architects, we may begin to
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, apply useful information to site planning and design programs for retirement housing in many areas
of the country.

It is important to visualize the possiblities open to the design professions in housing the elderly.
There are ample opportunities to discover and interpret the individual and collective ideas of older
people and to adapt them to age segregated living environments. One day, we will be able to adapt

,
these ideas and needs to age-integrated neighborhoods and communities.
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Figure 75. The study site: Map (See Attached Pocket)
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Figure 76. The cmerging landscape (See Attached Pocket)
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